
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Customizable options
•• Less sugar
•• Meat alternatives

This Report examines consumer attitudes, behaviors and trends toward eating
healthy at restaurants. It explains how restaurants are menuing healthy items
using the Mintel Menu Insights (MMI) database. It also examines how consumers
feel about eating healthy while dining out and desired healthy menu items and
attributes. To learn more about overarching trends in health and fitness, please
look to Mintel’s Health and Wellbeing Reports. This Report builds off of Healthy
Dining Trends – US, March 2019, along with iterations going back to 2009.
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eat."
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• Consumers are eating less meat
Figure 9: Restaurant behaviors, by gender and race/Hispanic
origin, December 2019

• Childhood obesity calls for solutions
Figure 10: Percent of children who are obese, by age,
2001-02 to 2015-16

• Lifestyle diets offer a menu hook
• Acceptance of plant-based burgers leads to adoption of

other plant-based menu items
• Flavor innovation is lacking
• Newsflash: Fruits and vegetables are plants

• Diet-specific menus are part of the playbook
• Lifestyle diets
• Superfoods expand
• Plant-based grows up
• Plant-based across categories

• Restaurant food is not perceived as tasty
Figure 11: Dining out priorities, August 2019

• Fruits and vegetables take on new roles
• Vegetables replace carbs
• Dessert needs fruit

Figure 12: New fruit-flavored frozen novelties launched in
2019

• Snacks and appetizers are ripe for innovation
Figure 13: New veggie-centric salty snacks launched in 2019

• The percentage of healthy diners is increasing
• The desire to lose weight sparks healthy dining
• Weekend indulgent eating is common
• Healthy eating shouldn’t come at a premium
• Fast food shines for convenience and kid-approval, but

lacks healthful perceptions
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• Consumers increasingly identify themselves as healthy
diners
Figure 14: Healthy dining segmentation, December 2018 and
January 2020

• Millennials overindex as healthy diners
Figure 15: Healthy dining segmentation, by generation,
January 2020

• Parents tend to eat more healthfully when dining out
Figure 16: Healthy dining segmentation, by parental status,
January 2020

• Asians and Hispanics eat more healthfully than others
Figure 17: Healthy dining segmentation, by race/Hispanic
origin, January 2020

• Nearly one third eating healthfully more often this year
Figure 18: Changes in healthy eating, January 2020

• Weight loss, availability of healthy options are top healthy
eating drivers
Figure 19: Reasons for eating healthfully more often, January
2020

• Weight loss a stronger driver for women, while men are
driven by health conditions
Figure 20: Reasons for eating healthfully more often, by
gender and age, January 2020

• Healthful foodservice fare has an expensive reputation to
overcome
Figure 21: Reasons for eating healthfully less often, January
2020

• Nearly half of diners treat themselves by dining out
Figure 22: Healthy dining behaviors, January 2020

• Young men order the most healthfully throughout the week
Figure 23: Healthy dining behaviors, by gender and age,
January 2020

• Parenthood leads to increased dining frequency and
calorie checking
Figure 24: Healthy dining behaviors, by number of children
under 18 in the household, January 2020
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• Operators should focus on customization and nutrition
information
Figure 25: Healthy dining attitudes, January 2020

• Younger Millennials and Asians are willing to pay extra for
healthy meals
Figure 26: Healthy dining attitudes, by generation and race/
Hispanic origin, January 2020

• Healthy diners expect more nutrition information and the
ability to modify menu items
Figure 27: Healthy dining attitudes, by dining segmentation,
January 2020

• Millennials look for healthy meals and nutrition information
Figure 28: Healthy dining attitudes, by generation, January
2020

• Consumers most likely to view home-cooked meals as
healthy and affordable
Figure 29: Correspondence analysis – symmetrical map –
restaurant and at-home meal associations, January 2020
Figure 30: Restaurant and at-home meal associations,
January 2020

• Older diners less likely to view any restaurant meals as
healthy
Figure 31: Restaurant and at-home meal associations, by
generation, January 2020

• Older diners view casual dining restaurants as convenient,
affordable, but not healthy
Figure 32: Casual dining restaurant and at-home meal
associations, by generation, January 2020

• Parents are less likely to view fast food as processed or high
in sodium
Figure 33: Fast food restaurant and at-home meal
associations, by parental status, January 2020

• Substitutions for fried items are most appealing
Figure 34: Healthy item interest, January 2020

• Combine healthy options to please the most guests
Figure 35: TURF analysis – healthy item interest, January 2020

• Young men, Hispanics and parents want to see more meat
alternatives

HEALTHY DINING ATTITUDES

RESTAURANT AND AT-HOME MEAL ASSOCIATIONS
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Figure 36: Healthy item interest, by gender and age, race/
Hispanic origin and parental status, January 2020

• Hispanics are interested in healthier beverages
Figure 37: Healthy item interest, by race/Hispanic origin,
January 2020

• Millennials show the greatest interest in low-carb,
vegetarian and gluten-free options
Figure 38: Healthy item interest, by generation, January 2020

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

• Methodology
• TURF Analysis

Figure 39: Table – TURF analysis – healthy item interest,
January 2020

• Correspondence analysis

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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